




SYNOPSIS 

After the simple night in Vanessa had planned for Duncan's birthday goes south, things get 
increasingly worse as guest after uninvited guest begins to show up to the celebration - the 
result of a mass text gone awry. Now, the young couple must not only deal with their own 
strained relationship, but also the collective baggage of their well, and not-so-well, wishers.



SPECS 

1.85:1 
DIGITAL 

B&W 
2.0 SOUND 

94 MIN 

CAST 

KELLI ANDERSON 
CALVIN PICOU 

AUSTIN BOSLEY 
MICHELLE NORDLANDER 

KEN HUGO 
BAILEY HUGO 

REBECCA McFADZIEN 
GINGER PENNINGTON 
MAURI MONTEBELLO 

SCOTT SEAGREN 
NINA KOVA

STATEMENT FROM OMAR SALAS ZAMORA 

I had been struck with an unshakable urge to attempt to try to capture a sense of realism that I felt was missing from modern filmmaking. I 
opened the “creative process” and invited actors to create alongside me; I gave them freedom and in return, they gave me richer characters, 
filled with a labyrinthine of emotions. Suddenly, the movie felt intimate and personal to us all. For some weeks in Los Angeles, I watched these 
actors run wild with our creations while being followed by cameras. I watched them fill the space of a distancing couple with their own 
weaknesses. I will always be grateful that they shared these experiences with me. 

STATEMENT FROM KELLI ANDERSON 

Relationships are fascinating and the forefront of everyones lives. They can dictate our behavior and the movies and TV shows we watch can 
easily give us a false, fantasy definition of how they should go. At the end of the day we’re all just people trying to coexist and figure out who we 
really are everyday. It was refreshing to play around with a more realistic tone of a couple. To have a director give you a rough outline and then 
allow you as an actor to just behave and organically create conversations is something special and therapeutic. I started the film playing a 
character completely opposite of myself and through just working off my fellow actors and the ride of the scenarios we created, she evolved 
into being something of my most authentic self. This is a film that sparks questions and debates with no ‘correct’ answer and I feel that is the 
most accurate depiction of this thing we call life. 

STATEMENT FROM CALVIN PICOU 

We started the filmmaking process with full hearts and as twentysomethings in new phases of our lives - fresh perspectives on love and 
relationships. Across the board we trusted each other. It is ironic that we made a movie about people who are failing to communicate with so 
much on the line, because behind the scenes our communication was crystal clear and we had nothing to lose. We were able to follow all 
impulses, take chances, and reveal ourselves in ways that we had never been given the opportunity to do so, in our early careers. The results 
of this trust, passion, and impetus is a movie that presents the many sides of romantic relationships. In Happy Birthday Duncan you are never 
asked to choose a side, or are told to be ashamed of where you stand in a disagreement. This movie rather presents you with characters you 
can relate with as well as characters you can oppose. From this juxtaposition we all feel heard, while being simultaneously awoken to the 
perspectives of people in our lives who we may have told ourselves we heard, but in fact had failed to listen to. Cinematically, Happy Birthday 
Duncan is proof that the gritty aesthetic and spirit of independent post new wave filmmaking can be achieved in the ever expanding digital era. 
This movie was made to be shared, revisited, and openly discussed with your closest friends and partners. We invite you to do exactly that. 


